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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a new indirect method for identifying the radial extent of the stochastic layer due to applying resonant
magnetic perturbations (RMPs) in H-mode plasmas by measuring the spin-up of the plasma near the separatrix. This spin-up is a
predicted consequence of enhanced electron loss, due to magnetic stochastization (Kaveeva et al 2008 Nucl. Fusion 48 075003).
We find that in DIII-D H-mode plasmas with n = 3 RMPs applied for edge localized mode suppression, the stochastic layer
is limited to the outer 5% region in normalized magnetic flux, N . This is in contrast to vacuum modelling predictions where
this layer can penetrate up to 20% in N . Theoretical predictions of a stochastic radial electric field, Er component exceed the
experimental measurements by about a factor 3 close to the separatrix, suggesting that the outer region of the plasma is weakly
stochastic. Linear response calculations with M3D-C1, a resistive two-fluid model, show that in this outer 5% region, plasma
response often reduces the resonant magnetic field components by 67% or more in comparison with vacuum calculations. These
results for DIII-D are in reasonable agreement with results from the MAST tokamak, where the magnetic field perturbation
from vacuum field calculations needed to be reduced by 75% for agreement with experimental measurements of the x-point
lobe structures (Kirk et al 2012 Phys. Rev. Lett. 108 255003).
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calculations (i.e. absence of plasma response) of the magnetic
field topology in the plasma edge, called the Chirikov overlap
factor [7]. However, different machines have found that while
this criterion might be necessary, it is clearly insufficient by
itself to achieve ELM suppression [1, 3, 5].
A large body of work on plasma response (whether
theoretical models or numerical simulations) has indicated that
plasma response plays an important role in H-mode tokamaks
[8–15]. Recent work by Kirk et al [16] on visualizing the
perturbed separatrix as a result of RMPs in H-mode plasmas
in MAST, has shown that the resonant fields from vacuum
field calculations need to be reduced by 75% in order to match
experimental lobe size observations. MAST results differ from
TEXTOR L-mode plasmas, where good agreement between
vacuum predictions and experiments was observed [17, 18].
Vacuum calculations have also been used to compare particle

1. Introduction

Research into the effects of non-axisymmetric magnetic
perturbations in magnetically confined plasmas is a rapidly
growing field. Understanding how these three-dimensional
(3D) perturbations affect confinement and stability plays an
important role in tokamaks, stellarators and reversed field
pinch (RFP) devices. However, in order to be able to
distinguish what is causing these changes, we need to be able
to assess the underlying magnetic field structure. Currently,
resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) have successfully
been employed to mitigate, suppress or otherwise alter
edge localized modes (ELMs) in several tokamak devices
(ASDEX-U [1], DIII-D [2], KSTAR [3] JET [4], MAST [5],
NSTX [6]). Some predictions for achieving ELM suppression
in existing devices and future devices are based upon vacuum
0029-5515/14/082003+06$33.00
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transport changes on different machines and although there is
a clear correlation for each machine, there is a large difference
among machines [19]. In order to understand the mechanism of
transport due to RMPs, one needs to be able to better determine
the magnetic topology at the plasma edge for different plasma
conditions and machines.
In this paper we will introduce a method that allows us to
quantify the width of the stochastic layer in H-mode plasmas.
In a stochastic edge plasma, a region of open field lines with
short connection lengths (2–3 times the length of field lines in
the scrape-off layer) exists and results in an increase in parallel
electron loss towards the divertor plates. This non-ambipolar
loss, changes the force balance and thus the radial electric field,
Er , and results in an acceleration of the toroidal rotation in the
main ion direction. However, the force balance also has other
components, such as the poloidal rotation and the diamagnetic
(pressure gradient) component:
Er =

1 dPi
+ vφi Bθ − vθi Bφ .
Zi eni dr

changes in q95 and that only the outer 5% of the plasma region
inside the separatrix is affected. This is in strong contrast to
vacuum field line tracing, using TRIP3D [29], which shows
that the outer 15–20% of the plasma minor radius should be
stochastic. To limit the stochastic edge due to the vacuum
fields to the last 5%, one would need to reduce the current in
the RMP coils by 67%. This simplified model does not reflect
the complex plasma response, which will vary on each rational
surface. However, this simplified model is in agreement with
plasma response modelling with M3D-C1 showing that outside
N = 0.95, the resonant components of the magnetic field are
reduced by ∼67% in these cases.
2. Changes in radial electric field

We focus on the analysis of one experiment on DIII-D
consisting of 16 different discharges, where q95 was varied
from discharge to discharge by changing the plasma current,
Ip . All discharges have an identical setup with the exception
of the value of q95 . These are all low collisionality discharges
where ν ∗ = q95 R −3/2 λ−1
e ∼ 0.05 at the top of the pedestal.
Here, R is the major radius, (≡ a/R) is the inverse aspect
ratio, a is the minor radius, q95 is the safety factor at the 95%
flux surface and λ(= vTe τe ), the product of electron thermal
velocity vTe and collision time τe is the mean free path for
electron collisions. All discharges are executed in the ITER
similar shape (ISS), with average triangularity δ ∼ 0.53
and all experiments are perturbed by the same 4 kA RMP coil
with n = 3 even parity, where n is the toroidal mode number.
These discharges have a fixed neutral beam heating program,
so β, the normalized plasma pressure, drops (βN ∼ 2.5–2.1)
when RMPs are employed at constant neutral beam input
power (7 MW) and torque. RMPs only suppress ELMs in the
discharges where q95 is in the resonant window q95 ∼ 3.4–3.5;
outside this window, ELMs are mitigated. Figure 1 shows
the time evolution of four representative discharges. If the
discharge is in the q95 resonant window, ELMs are suppressed
when the RMP coils are turned on at 2400 ms, as can be
observed from the Dα trace. Changes in the pedestal electron
pressure are the result of a reduction in pedestal density as the
electron temperature remains fairly constant (figure 1). The
rotation at the top of the pedestal slows on a similar time scale
as the RMP-coil ramp up time.
We construct a database with profiles analysed by multiple
users and calculate the inverse ion pressure scale length,
1/LPi = ∇Pi /Pi as a proxy for the diamagnetic term.
Note that the inverse ion pressure scale length can be made
dimensionless by multiplying it with the minor radius, which
is the same for each of these experiments, but allows for a
comparison across different machines and plasma conditions.
It is a good representation for the changes in the diamagnetic
contribution, since the main change in pressure is the result of
a change in density when RMPs are applied (and not a change
in ion temperature). Next we compare 1/LPi to Er at the same
radial locations from N = 0.9–1 at 0.01 intervals. Figure 2
shows the difference between experiments without and with
RMPs and with and without ELM suppression when RMPs
are applied. The darkest colours are from N = 0.9–0.95 and
at these radial locations, the three different categories have
similar values for Er as a function of 1/LPi . The middle

(1)

Here Er is the radial electric field, Z is the charge of
species i, ni is the main ion density and P is the pressure.
vφ,θ and Bφ,θ are the ion velocity and magnetic field in the
toroidal (φ) and poloidal (θ) directions. The absolute value
of the diamagnetic component decreases when RMPs are
applied [20], and several devices have observed a reduction
in the Er well [21–23]. A second component to explain the
increase in Er is the experimentally observed acceleration
of the carbon toroidal rotation in the ion direction close
to the separatrix. This is in qualitative agreement with
theoretical predictions which indicate that when RMPs create a
stochastic edge, non-ambipolar parallel electron loss increases
and creates a j × B torque in the ion direction [24, 25],
thus accelerating the toroidal rotation at the plasma edge
and increasing Er . All experimental observations related to
rotation are based on carbon impurity measurements. Moyer
et al [26] study the time evolution of the toroidal rotation and
radial electric field at the plasma edge and deeper inside the
plasma. The changes in the radial electric field at the plasma
edge occur on a much faster time scale than the changes in
electron density. The radial electric field on the outside of the
Er well increases outside error bars on the time scale it takes
to ramp-up the RMP coils (∼25 ms). On the time scale that
it takes to suppress ELMs (∼100 ms), the radial electric field
increases on the inside of the Er well. The final change in Er
is on the time scale of the density pump-out (∼150–200 ms).
It is on this time scale that the Er well becomes less deep and
it takes the plasma about ∼200–300 ms to settle into a new
equilibrium. All the analysis presented in this paper, relies on
the plasma having reached the new equilibrium state.
In order to sort out the effects of the diamagnetic
component and the spin-up in toroidal rotation, we compare
the changes in Er as a function of the inverse pressure scale
length, 1/LPi . In the steep pedestal region, Er scales mostly
with the diamagnetic component of the force balance [27]
and any differences between discharges with and without the
application of RMPs are a direct consequence of the changes
in toroidal rotation. Changes to the poloidal rotation have
not been observed in the region of interest (in DIII-D low
collisionality RMP H-mode discharges [28]). We find that
the changes in Er as a function of 1/LPi , are independent of
2
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Figure 1. Time traces from 4 representative discharges. The RMP coils are activated (b) at 2400 ms. For all discharges there is a direct
reduction in the pedestal density (d). The pedestal electron temperature (e) drops initially but recovers slowly in the discharges. All
experiments are performed with constant, but different q95 values by changing Ip . The toroidal rotation close to the top of the pedestal drops
on a similar time scale as the turn-on of the RMP coils. ELMs [Dα spikes in (g)–(j)] are mitigated in discharges outside the q95 resonant
window and suppressed inside this window.

colours are from N = 0.95–0.97 and the lightest colours
are taken from N = 0.97–1. There is no distinction between
ELM suppressed and non-ELM suppressed cases in this data,
which suggests that the width of the stochastic layer is not
a necessary criterion for ELM suppression. Closest to the
separatrix, the cases without RMP application (blue tints)
have a lower Er than the cases with RMPs (red/orange and
green/yellow colour ranges) for similar 1/LPi . The observed
change in figure 2 is limited to N > 0.95, which suggests that
the region in which stochasticity, or the creation of open field
lines, alters plasma parameters is limited to the outer 5% in N .
Additional analysis shows that the poloidal rotation does not
change inside this region [28] and thus this increase in Er is the
result of a spin-up of the toroidal rotation in the ion direction
(figure 3). There is a large spread in the toroidal rotation
profile fits, which is a symptom of the uncertainty in the profile
fits, which were analysed by multiple scientists using different
criteria for obtaining a good fit. As a result, we calculate the
average fit for all the profiles with and without RMPs. In
the pedestal region there are 4 CER measurement points in
these discharges. The measurements outside N = 0.95 show
an increase in toroidal rotation on the same time scale as the
ramp-up time of the RMP coils. We did not correct for the
3D deformation of the separatrix in this paper and relied on
a 2D equilibrium reconstruction to map the diagnostic radial

measurements. Separate experiments to look at the influence
of the 3D deformation of the separatrix and its effects on the
toroidal rotation, do not reveal a difference in observed spin-up.
This indicates, that the spin-up is the result of the creation of a
stochastic edge, not the result in a change of separatrix location.
3. Comparison to theoretical predictions

Kaveeva et al [24] derive a theoretical basis for the spin-up
of the toroidal rotation as a result of the application of RMPs.
This model assumes that in the vicinity of the separatrix there
exists a stochastic layer of a certain width. In this layer, the
flow of electrons along the open field lines results in a negative
current that needs to be offset with a positive radial ion current
to maintain ambipolarity. In a strongly perturbed magnetic
field, e.g. as imposed by RMPs, a positive radial electric field,
ErSt , develops:


Te d ln ne
d ln Te
+α
.
(2)
ErSt = −
e
dr
dr
Here, Te is the electron temperature, ne is the electron
density and r is the radial coordinate perpendicular to the
magnetic flux surfaces. Using this expression for the Er ,
Kaveeva et al [24] derived the change in the toroidal rotation,
3
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Figure 3. Radial profiles of carbon toroidal rotation for the
discharges without RMPs (blue), with RMPs but no ELM
suppression (red) and the ELM suppressed discharges with RMPs
(black). The solid lines are the polynomial fits to the data and a clear
spin-up of the carbon toroidal rotation is observed on average at the
plasma edge, whereas a decrease is observed in the core, when
RMPs are applied.

UφSt as a result of a stochastic layer at the plasma edge:
UφSt = −
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the plasma, the difference in experimental toroidal rotation
becomes negative, since the core toroidal rotation slows down
when RMPs are applied, whereas UφSt remains positive.
Theoretically the spin-up is the result of the non-ambipolar
loss of electrons and the concurrent acceleration of the toroidal
rotation in the ion direction. In reality, and in contrast to the
assumptions of Kaveeva’s model, the created stochastic region
inside the traditional separatrix does not fully consist of open
field lines. Only a fraction of the field lines are open and play a
role in identifying the region in which this physics plays a role
and might even limit the value of UφSt . We can calculate the
fraction of open field lines using TRIP3D, a field line tracing
code, and show that without plasma response, the stochastic
layer penetrates deep into the plasma. At N = 0.94, 50% of
the field lines are still open within 200 toroidal turns of following the field lines (sensitivity studies have shown that more than
200 toroidal turns does not change the field line loss fraction
in a significant way) (figure 5). This is in sharp contrast with
experimental results from figure 2 that show no change in Er
inside N = 0.95. If we assume that the difference between
the experimental observations and the theoretical calculations
is the result of the edge not being fully stochastic, we can deduce a weighting function that can represent this fraction. To
construct this weighting function we have to divide the change
in experimental carbon toroidal rotation with UφSt (figure 5).
This weighting function indicates that plasma response must
play a role in limiting the stochastic layer to the outer 5% of the
plasma core, since it is much smaller than the vacuum calculations of the field line loss fraction. In a crude approximation of
the plasma response, we reduced the current in the RMP coils
by 67% in the vacuum simulations. This limits the stochastic region to the outer 5%, but the fraction of open field lines
at the separatrix is much larger than the predicted weighting
function. In the next section, we will discuss these results and
compare them to a plasma response model.

Toroidal rotation (km/s)
No RMP

100

0.95

Figure 4. This figure shows the difference in experimental carbon
toroidal rotation between discharges with RMPs and those without
(red). In the blue curve is the theoretical value for UφSt . There is
large difference between both curves, pointing to the influence of
plasma response limiting the stochastic region.

Figure 2. Er versus 1/LPi for 81 independently analysed time

140

Experimental data

0

Te + Ti d ln ne
Te d ln Te
Ti d ln T i
−α
− kT
.
Bθ e
dr
Bθ e dr
Bθ e dr
(3)

Here, Ti is the ion temperature and α and kT are two coefficients
∼0.5 and 1.0 respectively. This theory is a simplification which
is valid if the contribution of the poloidal rotation is small in
comparison to the contributions of the toroidal rotation and
the E × B drifts. This can be expressed through the parameter
κ > 1 [30]. In these experiments, this κ ranges from 102 at
the edge to 105 deeper inside.
Figure 4 shows the difference between the theoretical
calculation of UφSt and the spin-up of the experimental carbon
toroidal rotation. The theoretical calculation is 3–5 larger than
the experimental observed values and the region where the
theoretical calculation predicts a spin-up extends much deeper
into the pedestal then experimentally observed. Deeper inside

4. Discussion and conclusions

Previous work on DIII-D shows that the separatrix splits into
manifolds and its tangles can be observed on the divertor floor
as well as with a soft x-ray camera observing the X-point
4
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Figure 6. M3D-c1 magnetic field calculations for 4 representative
discharges in comparison with the vacuum resonant components.
Outside N = 0.95, the plasma response on average reduces the
resonant magnetic field by about 67%.

Figure 5. Vacuum calculated field line loss fraction for 1 discharge
(145411), with 2 different RMP-coil currents. The red dotted curve
is the field line loss fraction based on the experimental input
RMP-coil current, whereas the blue solid curve is the field line loss
fraction for 1/3 of the experimental input RMP-coil current. The
green curve is Uφ divided by UφS t and can be interpreted as a
weighting function as a consequence of the plasma edge not being
stochastic enough.

field line loss fraction as a weighting function is a simplification
of the complex dynamics that govern edge plasmas; The possibility that only field lines that are lost within a few mean free
path lengths should count towards the weighting function (laminar zone versus stochastic region); The influence of scrape-off
layer physics so close to the separatrix; The role of turbulence
changes to the intrinsic rotation component. Also throughout the paper, we assume that the only change to the toroidal
rotation is the result of the creation of a stochastic layer, i.e. that
the background momentum transport does not change. A complete accounting of the angular momentum transport should
include the effects of NTV and other resonant and non-resonant
plasma braking effects. Another reason the spin-up might be
less than predicted by Kaveeva et al is that in an H-mode plasma
edge, most of the electrons are trapped. This would result in
a reduced parallel loss of electrons thus limiting the toroidal
spin-up in the main ion direction [35]. In order to fully explain
the changes in toroidal rotation, not just the spin-up at the
plasma edge, but also the reduction in the plasma core, the full
momentum balance needs to be solved, including not only the
RMP effects, but also the changes in turbulent transport.
In summary, we find that the stochastic layer formed
during application of RMPs is limited to the outer 5% of the
plasma core in DIII-D H-mode plasmas. This is in strong
contrast with vacuum field line tracing, where the stochastic
region encompasses at least the outer 15% of the plasma minor
radius. When plasma response, i.e. screening in the outer
edge due to rotation, is included in the simulations, however,
we find quantitative agreement between measured toroidal
rotation changes and a simple model. The level of required
screening is in good agreement with detailed calculations with
the M3D-C1 code.
Our relatively simple analysis technique allows for the
estimation of the strength and width of the created stochastic
layer in the vicinity of the separatrix as a result of the
application of 3D magnetic fields in DIII-D. This analysis
technique can be applied for larger numbers of slices of
RMP experiments where the Er components and other plasma
profiles needed for the simple model were measured [36].
Furthermore, this indirect measurement of the magnetic
topology can be applied not only in tokamaks, but also in
stellarators and RFP devices. Understanding the underlying

region [31, 32]. Comparisons with vacuum field line tracing
resulted in qualitative agreement, however recent work on
MAST visualizing the tangles close to the X-point indicate
that the resonant field components obtained from vacuum
field calculations need to be reduced by 75% in order to the
match experimental location and size of lobes [16]. The
spatial resolution of the MAST measurements is better than
those in DIII-D, allowing for a more detailed comparison with
modelling. The results on the amount of screening needed
at the plasma edge in order to explain the limited width of
the stochastic layer with respect to the vacuum calculations
presented in the previous section seem to align well with the
results from MAST.
In order to better understand why our results indicate that
the stochastic region is smaller than predicted by vacuum modelling and theoretical predictions of the spin-up in toroidal
rotation, we investigate the role of plasma response using the
M3D-c1 code. M3D-c1 is a resistive, two-fluid model that can
perform simulations in a diverted, toroidal geometry [14]. In
these calculations, the linear solution of the time-independent
two-fluid equations are subjected to boundary conditions consistent with the applied fields. This yields perturbed magnetic
fields for a single toroidal mode number, in this case, n = 3.
Using a kinetic equilibrium reconstruction [33], figure 6 shows
that in the plasma edge (N > 0.95) the resonant perturbations
are reduced by 67% in comparison with vacuum field calculations. This reduction in the resonant fields is the well-known
screening effect in which plasma rotation (in this case, due to
the strong diamagnetic drift in the edge) opposes the opening of
magnetic islands [34]. Due to a boundary condition at the separatrix, experimental uncertainties in the fits and equilibrium
reconstruction, the one data point in the red curve (figure 6) in
the outer 5% above the vacuum calculations should be taken
with a grain of salt. As seen in figure 5, when we apply a simple
reduction of the RMP-coil current by 67% to model the vacuum
behaviour of the field lines, we find that stochastic region is now
limited to the outer 5%. However, the total field line loss fraction is still too large. There could be several explanations for
this discrepancy close to the separatrix: First and foremost, the
5
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topology is not only important in order to test plasma response
theories, but also to understand changes in confinement.
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